Probability estimation is an elementary building block of every statistical data compression algorithm. In practice probability estimation is often based on relative letter frequencies which get scaled down, when their sum is too large. Such algorithms are attractive in terms of memory requirements, running time and practical performance. However, there still is a lack of theoretical understanding. In this work we formulate a typical probability estimation algorithm based on relative frequencies and frequency discount, Algorithm RFD. Our main contribution is its theoretical analysis. We show that Algorithm RFD performs almost as good as any piecewise stationary model with either bounded or unbounded letter probabilities. This theoretically confirms the recency effect of periodic frequency discount, which has often been observed empirically.
Introduction
Background. Sequential probability assignment is an elementary component of every statistical data compression algorithm, such as Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM), Context Tree Weighting (CTW), "Pack" (PAQ) and Dynamic Markov Coding (DMC). Statistical compression algorithms split compression into modeling and coding and process an input sequence symbol-by-symbol. During modeling a model computes a distribution p and during coding an encoder maps the next character x, given p, to a codeword of a length close to −logp(x) bits (this is the ideal code length). Decoding is the reverse: Given p and the codeword the decoder restores x. Functions Compress and Decompress in Figure 1 illustrate this process. Arithmetic Coding (AC) is the de facto standard en-/decoder, it closely approximates the ideal code length [1] . All of the mentioned compression algorithms require simple, elementary models to predict a probability distribution. Elementary models are typically based on relative letter frequencies, which get discounted, when their sum is too large. Out of a huge amount of elementary models only a small subset, selected by a context, contributes to the prediction of a statistical compression algorithm in a step. Nevertheless, elementary models have a big impact on both theoretical guarantees [8, 10] and empirical performance [3, 7] of statistical compression algorithms. Typically, we express theoretical guarantees on a model by the amount of bits the model requires above an ideal competing scheme (e. g. a fixed probability distribution) assuming ideal encoding. This code length excess is called redundancy w. r. t. the competing scheme. Previous Work. Relative frequency-based elementary models, such as the Laplace-and KT-Estimator, are well-known and well-understood [1] . To our knowledge refinements thereof that periodically discount letter frequencies were first analyzed in [2] by Howard and Vitter. They assume that the frequency for letter x is increased by 1 after we observe x. After a block of B letters, frequencies get multiplied by a constant 0<f <1 (rescaling). In the analysis of this scheme the code length is characterized in terms of weighted entropy. Unfortunately the weighted entropy is not directly related to a competing scheme, rather it is based on the algorithm itself. This makes it hard to interpret the results. Furthermore, frequency increments other than 1 (even variable increments, selected by a small context) can result in an improved empirical performance [6] . Another drawback in the setting of [2] is that rescales happen every B letters. Thus an additional counter for every elementary model is required. Since a statistical compressor typically uses millions of elementary models, a compact design of an elementary model is desirable [6] . Clearly, discounting frequencies gives more weight to recent statistics. So discarding should intuitively reduce the redundancy w. r. t. an adaptive competitor, such as a sequence of fixed probability distributions. For brevity, we will term such a competitor piecewise stationary model, PWS. In this paragraph let s denote the number of probability distributions of an arbitrary, fixed PWS and let n be the length of the sequence to be compressed. To achieve low redundancy w. r. t. PWS several authors proposed mixtures over elementary models associated to a so-called transition diagram [5, 9, 11] . The idea was introduced by Willems [11] . This approach is the converse of the simpler scheme of frequency discount. The most advanced algorithms from this family are due to Shamir [5] . Shamir proposed three algorithms with total running time ranging from O(n) to O(n 2 ) and redundancy w. r. t. PWS ranging from O(slogn) to O(s √ nlogn). The simplest algorithm of [5] collapses to a KT-estimator which is reset periodically and has redundancy O(s √ nlogn). The intervals between resets have increasing length. In practice a reset of statistics is undesirable, it typically hurts compression compared to a rescale (which retains a certain amount of old statistics). Recently, Veness proposed Partition Tree Weighting (PTW), an algorithm framework to deal with PWS [7] . PTW inherits its guarantees from the CTW method. If we employ the KT-estimator in this framework, it achieves redundancy O(slog 2 n) and has running time O(nlogn). Unfortunately, most of the mentioned algorithms share time (and space) requirements beyond practical scope, namely total running time O(n). Our Contribution. In this work we present a practical, widely used and intuitive elementary model and bound its redundancy w. r. t. PWS with bounded and unbounded probability on any letter. Our work is much in spirit of [2] , but provides results that are easier to interpret, similar to [5] . We provide the first analysis that theoretically confirms the intuitive relation between frequency discount (not just a complete reset, as in [5] ) and adaptivity, in other words low redundancy w. r. t. PWS. Our elementary model requires O(1) operations per letter and O(N) frequency counters, for an alphabet of size N. By choosing parameters of our algorithm appropriately (see Example 4.9) we obtain redundancy O(s √ nlogn) w. r. t. PWS with s probability distributions. The practitioner's approach to modeling is above a similar theoretician's approach of [5] only by a factor O( √ logn). We divide the remaining part of the work as follows. Section 2 introduces our notation, the algorithm of interest, its parameters and conditions on the parameters, which we assume for our analysis. Next, Section 3 investigates at which intervals rescales takes place. (This turns out be be important for later analysis.) In Section 4 we provide redundancy bounds and subsequently refine these to yield our two main results. Furthermore, we interpret the influence of the parameters on the redundancy bounds. Finally, Section 5 summarizes our work and gives possible topics for future research.
Preliminaries
Notation. Calligraphic letters denote sets, typewriter style declares variables and function names. Unless stated differently, intervals such as (a,b] and [a,b] are intervals of integers. A partition of an interval (a,b] of integers is a set of s ≥ 1 disjoint intervals (i 0 ,i 1 ],...,(i s−1 ,i s ] of integers, such that i 0 :=a<i 1 <···<i s :=b. For 1≤k ≤s the term "k-th segment" uniquely referes to (i k−1 ,i k ]. For integers j ≥ i an array with cells i, i+1, . . . , j is A[i..j] and A[k] accesses array cell k. Let X :={1,2,...,N} be an alphabet of cardinality 1<N <∞ and let x b a :=x a x a+1 ...x b be a sequence over X where x n abbreviates x n 1 . The set of all probability distributions over X is P. The natural logarithm is "ln", whereas "log" is the base-two logarithm. For x∈X and p∈P we denote the (ideal) binary code length of x w.r.t. p as (x,p):=−logp(x) and define (x n ;p):= 1≤k≤n (x k ;p). For p,q ∈P, H(p) is the entropy of p and D(p q) is the KL-distance between p and q, as defined in [1] . Models. As mentioned earlier, the model of a statistical data compression algorithm is of central importance and greatly determines compression. We now define it formally. Definition 2.1. A model MDL maps a sequence x k of length k ≥ 0 over X to a probability distribution p ∈ P. We write MDL(x; x k ) for p(x). Model MDL assigns (x n ; MDL) := − 1≤k≤n logMDL(x k ;x k−1 ) bits to sequence x n . Models must not give probability 0 to a letter: If MDL(x k ;x k−1 )=0 for any 1≤k ≤n, then (x n ;MDL):=∞. Typically statistical data compression algorithms combine and refine several "elementary models". An "elementary model" is defined by a simple closed-form expression, such as the Laplace estimator MDL(x;x n )=(|{1≤k ≤n|x k =x}|+1)/(n+N). (It is hard to precisely define what makes up an "elementary model", thus we stick with the informal notion just given.) Algorithm Relative Frequencies with Discount (RFD). We now present an intuitive elementary model, RFD, which is widely used in practice and will be analyzed in detail. The following refers to the pseudocode given in Figure 1 . Algorithm RFD is based on relative letter frequencies, which we store in an array s [1. .N] of integers. Symbol x has frequency s[x]. For efficiency variable t stores the sum of all letter frequencies. Thus, the state of RFD is uniquely determined by the pair (s,t). Naturally RFD assigns probability s[x]/t to letter x (see function Predict). Since this quantity must be positive, RFD ensures that s[x]≥1, at any time. Now, after observing a new letter x we must update the model (cf. function Update). Therefore let t be the content of variable t at the beginning of such an update. If t is not too large, in particular t+d≤T , for some threshold T , we simply increase s[x] and t by an integer d. However, if t is too large, we perform a so-called "rescale" before increasing s[x] and t: We replace the content of s[i] by c·s[i] for some 0<c<1 (e. g. an integer division), for all letters i. As a fixup we assign value 1 to any array cell which now has value 0. Variable t is now set to hold the sum of all array cells s[i]. This completes the rescale and we can now increase s[x] and t by d, as usual. A rescale discounts the weight of old statistics and limits the number of bits for frequency storage to O(NlogT ) bits. Clearly, this procedure has three parameters, namely T , c and d. Throughout this paper we assume the following on these parameters and on the initial values of s and t, given by function Init:
is a positive integer, for any letter x, and x∈X s 0 (x)≤T .
Algorithm RFD -Closeups
Mechanics of Algorithm RFD. For a sequence x n the execution of function Compress (or Decompress) with the given functions Init, Predict and Update (see Figure 1 ) create a realization of Algorithm RFD, i. e. the sequence of operations:
(1) The phrase "step k" refers to the k-th pair of Predict and Update operations. We say, a rescale takes place in step k, if Update executes lines 2 to 7 in step k. Rescales partition sequence (1) into subsequences. This makes up a rescale partition R of [1,n] . Since this view will become important in the analysis we introduce a formalization. Definition 3.1. A realization of Algorithm RFD consists of a sequence (1) of operations with n Predict (see Figure 1 ) operations and n Update (see Figure 1 ) operations. For 0≤k <n we write RFD(x;x k ) for the content of array cell p[x] in step k+1. Definition 3.2. For a realization of Algorithm RFD 
..,j there is exactly one rescale in step j and j <b, or there is at most one rescale in step j and j =b. Whenever a and b are omitted, we have a=1 and b=n. Clearly, RFD(x;x k ) defines a model and can be interpreted as "the prediction of Algorithm RFD after processing input sequence x k ".
Properties of a Rescale Partition. In the upcoming analysis of Algorithm RFD the structure of a rescale partition, in particular the length m of a segment, will play an important role. Thus, we will now take a closer look at it. First, define
which we will rely on shortly. A rescale takes place whenever the content t of variable t satisfies t+d>T . Hence, if t has value t after Init (or after the k-th rescale in Update), then the first (or (k+1)-th) rescale will approximately take place m≈(T −t)/d steps later. So dealing with m requires dealing with t, more formally: Lemma 3.3. For any realization of Algorithm RFD, the content t of variable t at the end of the k-th call to Update, for k ≥0 (for k =0 this is the situation after Init), satisfies
where d+N +cdL≤T . Proof. By Condition (C3) we have d+N +cdL≤T . We prove the above claim by induction on k. We now use induction on k to prove the two bounds given above.
Base. -For k =0 we consider the situation right after Init. No rescale takes place and we have t= x∈X s 0 (x)≤T by Condition (C4).
Step. -For k >0 let t 0 be the content of variable t and s(x) be the content of s[x], both at the beginning of step k. We distinguish two cases: Case 1: No rescale takes place. We have t 0 +d≤T and t=t 0 +d.
Case 2:
A rescale takes place. We have t 0 +d>T and obtain
The first inequality is due to max{1, c·s(x) } ≤ c·s(x)+1−c, for s(x) ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ c ≤ 1 and the last inequality follows from (2) and t 0 ≤T (by the induction hypothesis). By the upper bound on t immediately after a rescale we can now bound m (i. e. the length of a segment from R, which is neither the first segment, nor the last segment) from below. (Partial) Redundancy Bounds. We are now ready to compare the performance of Algorithm RFD to a competing (ideal) model, namely an arbitrary, fixed probability distribution from P. The comparison criterion is the redundancy of Algorithm RFD compared to the competing model, i. e. the number of bits Algorithm RFD requires above the competitor to encode an arbitrary input sequence (assuming ideal encoding). Later, we will enhance the competitor model to become a sequence of arbitrary probability distributions from P. We begin the analysis with a redundancy bound for a special realization, namely when |R|=1. Now consider a realization with only one segment in its rescale partition R of [1,n] . There is at most one rescale in step n. However, this rescale doesn't affect RFD(x;x k ) for 0≤k <n. In this simple scenario the probability assignment of Algorithm RFD collapses to
We now give an upper bound bound on the redundancy of Algorithm RFD in this setting. To do so, we first state two lemmas. 
Proof. We bound p(x n ):= 1≤k≤n RFD(x k ;x k−1 ), given by (3), from below by separately treating numerator and denominator and by combining afterwards.
Numerator. -Let s(x;x k ):=s 0 (x)/d+|{i|x i =x for 1≤i≤k}| and a:=s 0 /d. W. l. o. g. we assume that symbols 1≤x≤M have non-zero frequency, i. e. for these we have c(x)≥1. This yields
For the last step define C x := y<x (c(y)−1) and to (4) apply 1≤x≤M c(x)≤(n/M) M (by the Arithmetic-Geometric-Mean inequality) and
Combination. -Clearly RFD(x;x k ) = s(x;x k )/t(x k ). We combine inequality (5) and (6) 
The last step follows from 
Rearranging (7) and substituting the definitions of a and b yields the claim. We proceed by combining the previous two lemmas. If we set d=1 and t 0 =N we resemble the Laplace estimator and get redundancy 2(N −1)logn+ O (1) . This is worse by a factor of 2 compared to the optimal bound, however our bound holds for a strictly larger class of models.
First Main Result. Recall that in the previous paragraph, we assume at most one rescale in the last time step n. We will now eliminate this limitation and proceed to the general case. For this we need the following observation and the subsequent main technical lemma. Observation 4.4. Consider subset (k,k + m] of a segment from a rescale partition of an arbitrary realization of Algorithm RFD. Conditions (C1)-(C4) hold for steps from [1,n] , thus these must hold for steps from (k,k + m], as well. Let us now define y m = x k+m k+1 and assign label s 0 (x) to the content of array cell s[x] and t 0 to content of variable t, both at the end of step k. If we now execute Algorithm RFD on input sequence y m , with initial values s 0 (x) and t 0 (for function Init), we create a realization with rescale partition { [1,m] }. In this situation we have RFD(x k+i ;x k−i−1 ) = RFD(y i ;y i−1 ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, since Algorithm RFD is deterministic. Furthermore, there is at most one rescale in step m. We conclude that for a subset (k,k+m] of a segment from the rescale partition of an arbitrary realization of Algorithm RFD we can construct an input s 0 (·),t 0 and y m for Algorithm RFD, s. t. the resulting realization has rescale partition { [1,m] (2)), we get (x k j ;RFD)− (x k j ;p)≤r(|s|).
Summing. -We get (1−c)Llog(em)+log((1−c)L)+|R I | s∈R I 1 |R I | r(|s|) as an upper bound on the total redundancy. Since r(z) is concave, we may use Jensen's inequality on the rightmost sum of the bound and the claim immediately follows. At this point the bulk of technical work is done. As stated previously we now want to compare the code length of Algorithm RFD to a sequence of probability distributions, that is: Definition 4.6. A piecewise stationary model PWS for sequences of length n is a tuple (S,(p I ) I∈S ), where S is a partition of [1,n] and p I ∈ P for all I ∈ S. We define the shorthand PWS(x;x k ) := p I (x), where k+1∈I for segment I ∈S. 
Step one follows from Jensen's inequality (r is concave); step two follows from R≤|R|+|S|−1, by Lemma 4.7, from the fact that r is increasing, from n/R≤n/|R|, again, by Lemma 4.7, and from n/|R|≤L+1. (The average length of a segment from |R| is at most the maximum segment length, which is L+1, by Lemma 3.4.)
Parameter Interaction. Let us discuss bound (8) . By r(L+1)=O((N +cL)log(L)) the r. h. s. of bound (8) is O(|S|Llog(L)+|R|(N +cL)log(L)). (9) The redundancy essentially consists of two parts: First, redundancy introduced by the complexity (i. e. number |S| of segments) of the competitor, secondly, redundancy due to rescaling. Intuitively, it should be hard to go head to head with a sophisticated (|S| is large) competitor. Bound (8) confirms this, every additional segment for the competitor costs O(LlogL) bits. Keep in mind that bound (8) holds for any competitor. Hence, it holds for the competitor, which maximizes the redundancy, so we have a worst-case bound. We now give a fatal scenario to interpret the redundancy of O((N +cL)logL) bits per rescale. Consider a realization of Algorithm RFD, with one rescale. (The example can be generalized to any number of rescales.) Before the rescale Algorithm RFD encountered the sequence 11...1, and 22...2 after the rescale. Right after the rescale Algorithm RFD will still assign high probability to letter 1. However, in this scenario it would be wise to discard the statistics from the previous segment. The smaller parameter c, the better Algorithm RFD will perform in this scenario, this attributes redundancy O(cLlogL). But when c = 0, we still have to pay O(NlogL) bits for adaption. By combining this gives redundancy O((N +cL)logL) bits. (Expressed more technically: By Proposition 4.3 the redundancy for the segment of length m is O((N +t 0 )logm), by Lemma 3.4 m=O(L) and by Lemma 3.3 t 0 =O(N +cL).)
As a tradeoff we set c=γ/L. When γ =O(1), this does not significantly worsen the (worst-case) performance (9) and keeping statistics from previous observations usually offers good performance in practice. By c=γ/L and by Lemma 3.5, which implies |R|=O( n L−γ ), we turn (9) into
It is hard to tune parameter L, since this requires knowledge of desirable |S|. At this point we just give an example to illustrate the influence of L. Example 4.9. The choice of L = √ n and c = γ/L for γ = O(1) asymptotically minimizes (10), when |S| is O (1) . We still guarantees sublinear redundancy, whenever |S| is o( √ n/logn). For the given parameter configuration we get redundancy O(|S| √ nlogn). Second Main Result. Typically we do not know sequence length n in advance, thus we cannot easily tune parameters c and L for sublinear redundancy for specific |S|. To iron out this deficit, we give a weaker version of Theorem 4.8, with the following rationale: It is unfair to compare Algorithm RFD to a (sequence of) arbitrary probability distributions, since Algorithm RFD can assign at most probability T −N+1 T <1, but not probability 1, to any letter. Therefore the per-letter code length is bounded away from 0. So it is fairer, to choose a competitor based on probability distributions with probabilities bounded away from 1. This makes up our second main result. 
Conclusion
In this work we revisited a well-known technique for probability estimation, which is based on relative symbol frequencies and a periodic frequency discount, Algorithm RFD. We identified central parameters of Algorithm RFD and carried out an analysis, based on realistic constraints on these parameters. For the analysis we compared the difference in code length of Algorithm RFD w. r. t. two competing schemes, in terms of an upper bound. A sequence of arbitrary and constrained probability distributions served as competitors. Results indicate that asymptotically Algorithm RFD is close to either competitor. (The proximity is a trade-off between the complexity of the competitor and the choice of parameters.)
The given bounds can be improved technically (e. g. by enhancing Lemma 4.1). An experimental study on Algorithm RFD offers room for future research. Furthermore, we believe that narrowing the parameter space (d ≥ N, for instance) or narrowing the class of competitors (e. g. S = R) results in improved bounds. It would be interesting to obtain redundancy bounds which depend on a more fine-grained characterization of PWS (here: only |S|), such as the sum of a similarity measure for adjacent PWS partitions. An important refinement of Algorithm RFD, is exponential aging of non-integer symbol frequencies, which is very successful in practice [3, 7, 8] . This approximately equals the situation where a rescale takes place in every step. Another modification of Algorithm RFD can be sketched as follows: Perform the k-th rescale k steps after the (k−1)-st rescale. In this scheme there are O( √ n) rescales and we conjecture that the redundancy w. r. t. a piecewise stationary model with partition S is O(|S| √ nlogn). Our second main result opens up an interesting perspective on the design of finite state machine predictors: When the parameters of Algorithm RFD are fixed and independent of n, there is only a finite number of "states" (s,t). Thus, we can construct a finite state machine that simulates Algorithm RFD and give theoretical guarantees on its performance. (This addresses the third open problem given by Merhav and Feder in [4] .)
